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Special Summer 2023 Offer:

40% Off All Books, Bibles, and Tracts 

Now through September 30, 2023, Crossway+ members 

will receive 40% off all products on crossway.org when 

using the code CPSF23 at checkout.

Not a Crossway+ member? Sign up for free  

at crossway.org/plus.

30% off books, audiobooks, and Bibles

50% off ebooks

Free shipping to the contiguous US 

when you spend $30 or more

Buy a print book, get the ebook free

40% off 10+ copies of any book or Bible

Everyday Crossway+ Benefits:



Kevin DeYoung (PhD, University of Leicester) is the senior 

pastor at Christ Covenant Church in Matthews, North Carolina, 

and associate professor of systematic theology at Reformed 

Theological Seminary, Charlotte.

Books by  
Kevin DeYoung

Do Not Be True to Yourself

These inspiring graduation speeches 

and sermons guide high school and 

college students to put Christ first as 

independent adults.

Retail Price: $7.99
Crossway+: $5.59

Men and Women in the Church

This biblical case for the distinctness 

of men and women in the church 

addresses common objections to 

complementarianism.

Retail Price: $19.99
Crossway+: $13.99

Foundational Tools for Our Faith Series 

This series is dedicated to exploring three 

important catechisms in the Christian faith: 

the Ten Commandments, The Lord’s Prayer, 

and the Nicene Creed.

Retail Price: $16.99–$17.99 
Crossway+: $11.89–$12.59

Use the code CPSF23 to receive 40% off all products on crossway.org through 9/30/2023.

Impossible Christianity

The apostle Paul described the Christian life as a race, but to many believers it 

feels more like a punishing obstacle course. Fearing they’ll never be able to do 

enough or give enough or be enough, they see themselves as spiritual failures.

Impossible Christianity reassures readers that they don’t need to feel a collective 

sense of guilt for sins in the past and solve every societal problem in the present. 

By reflecting on what Jesus actually taught about Christian discipleship, readers 

will be newly encouraged to pursue single-minded devotion to God and find 

lasting joy in a life of sincere and simple obedience.

Retail Price: $19.99 | Crossway+: $13.99



New Releases

Sunday Matters

Paul David Tripp

Bestselling author Paul David Tripp  

shares 52 weekly devotionals about 

the beauty and significance of church, 

helping readers fully prepare their hearts 

for vibrant corporate worship.

Retail Price: $24.99
Crossway+: $17.49

You’re Not Crazy

Ray Ortlund and Sam Allberry

In this practical guide, seasoned pastors 

Ray Ortlund and Sam Allberry help weary 

leaders renew their love for ministry by 

equipping them to build a gospel-centered 

culture into every aspect of their churches.

Retail Price: $17.99
Crossway+: $12.59

Five Lies of Our Anti-Christian Age

Rosaria Butterfield

Bestselling author Rosaria Butterfield 

addresses 5 lies modern culture has 

embraced about sexuality and spirituality. 

Study guide also available.

Retail Price: $29.99 
Crossway+: $20.99

Browse all new releases at crossway.org/newreleases. 

TGC Hard Questions is a series of short booklets that seek to answer common 

but difficult questions people ask about Christianity. The series serves the 

church by providing tools that answer unchurched people’s deep longings 

for community, their concerns about biblical ethics, and their doubts about 

confessional faith.

Browse all volumes at crossway.org/tgchq.

Retail Price: $7.99 | Crossway+: $5.59

Use the code CPSF23 to receive 40% off all products on crossway.org through 9/30/2023.

HARD QUESTIONS SERIES



New Releases

Browse all new releases at crossway.org/newreleases. Use the code CPSF23 to receive 40% off all products on crossway.org through 9/30/2023.

Remaking the World

Andrew Wilson

In this skillfully researched book, Andrew 

Wilson explains how 7 historic events in 1776 

shaped today’s post-Christian West and 

equips believers to share God’s truth in the 

current social landscape.

Retail Price: $29.99
Crossway+: $20.99

Go and Do Likewise

Amy DiMarcangelo

In Go and Do Likewise, Amy DiMarcangelo 

explores how the gospel compels Christians 

to extend God’s mercy in their everyday life—

displaying his compassion, justice, generosity, 

and love to those who need it most.

Retail Price: $16.99
Crossway+: $11.89

Digital Liturgies

Samuel D. James

This thought-provoking book warns readers 

of technology’s damaging effects and offers 

a fulfilling alternative through Scripture and 

rest in God’s perfect design.

Retail Price: $16.99
Crossway+: $11.89

Help for the Hungry Soul

Kristen Wetherell

In Help for the Hungry Soul, author Kristen 

Wetherell offers 8 encouragements to 

spur an appetite for God’s word—the only 

thing that can truly satisfy a soul hungry 

for more.

Retail Price: $14.99
Crossway+: $10.49

Reforming Criminal Justice

Matthew T. Martens

Attorney and seminary graduate Matthew 

T. Martens examines the American criminal 

justice system and proposes a vision for it 

that is based on Christ’s command to love 

our neighbors as ourselves (Luke 10:27).

Retail Price: $34.99 
Crossway+: $24.49

A Christian’s Guide to Mental Illness

David Murray and Tom Karel Jr.

This accessible resource answers 30 

common questions about mental health 

from a Christian perspective.

Retail Price: $21.99 
Crossway+: $15.39



Knowing the Bible Series

This Bible study series is designed to help readers better understand and apply 

God’s Word. Each study covers a theme or book of the Bible over 12 weeks, 

making practical applications and connections between the passage and the rest 

of Scripture. The series includes contributions from an array of influential pastors 

and church leaders. Perfect for both small groups and individuals, these gospel-

centered studies will help readers see and cherish the message of God’s grace 

found on each and every page of the Bible. 

Browse all volumes at crossway.org/knowingthebibleseries.

Retail Price: $9.99 | Crossway+: $6.99

Flourish Bible Studies

Each 10-week workbook features 

conversational teaching, practical 

application questions, and additional 

resources to make in-depth Bible study 

accessible to women in all seasons of life. 

Browse all volumes at crossway.org/fbs.

Retail Price: $14.99 
Crossway+: $10.49

Growing Gospel Integrity

This series invites readers to pursue 

spiritual growth through 4 marks of 

integrity—worthy lives, unity, courage, 

and humility—rejoicing in and living 

by the gospel they profess. Browse all 

volumes at crossway.org/ggi.

Retail Price: $12.99 
Crossway+: $9.09

Crossway Short Classics

This series introduces a new generation 

of readers to classic works of the faith 

that speak powerfully and truthfully 

about the Christian life. Browse all 

volumes at crossway.org/shortclassics.

Retail Price: $7.99–$10.99 
Crossway+: $5.59–$7.69

Series

Use the code CPSF23 to receive 40% off all products on crossway.org through 9/30/2023.



Resources for Children and Teens

Jesus and the Gift of Friendship

In this thoughtful children’s book, kids 

ages 3–6 join Zeke on his journey to find 

close friends. Along the way, he develops 

unlikely friendships and discovers Jesus is 

his dearest friend and ultimate provider.

Retail Price: $15.99
Crossway+: $11.19

Lucy and the Saturday Surprise

Through the story of Lucy, a little girl 

trapped in the pattern of envy—see, 

covet, take, and hide—this TGC Kids 

book teaches children ages 3–7 how to 

confess their sins and live with gratitude. 

Retail Price: $14.99
Crossway+: $10.49

God’s Great Story

God’s Great Story is a one-year 

devotional aimed to help teens establish 

daily Scripture-reading habits as they 

explore God’s grand story of redemption, 

from Genesis to Revelation.

Retail Price: $22.99 
Crossway+: $16.09

For the Bible Tells Me So

For the Bible Tells Me So board books immerse little ones in the gospel, teaching 

them who God is and why they should love and trust him as their Lord and 

Savior. Written for kids ages 0–4, each book unpacks an important biblical 

doctrine through thoughtful language, well-crafted rhythms and rhymes, 

interactive elements, and colorful illustrations.

Browse all volumes at crossway.org/ftbtms.

Retail Price: $11.99 | Crossway+: $8.39Use the code CPSF23 to receive 40% off all products on crossway.org through 9/30/2023.



The Biggest Story Suite

B
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The Bible is full of exciting stories that fill children with awe and wonder. But kids 

need to know how all those classic stories connect to Scripture’s overarching 

message about God’s glorious plan to redeem his rebellious people. The Biggest 

Story suite of products leads kids and parents alike on an exciting journey through 

the Bible, connecting the dots from the garden of Eden to Christ’s death on the 

cross to the new heaven and new earth.

A. The Biggest Story Curriculum:  
Box Set 
An easy-to-use children’s curriculum 

that includes 104 fun Bible lessons.

Retail Price: $149.99 
Crossway+: $104.99

B. The Biggest Story Bible Storybook 
Beautifully illustrated and easy-to-

read stories from Scripture for kids.

Retail Price: $34.99 
Crossway+: $24.49

C. The Biggest Story Verse Cards 
Features artwork on one side with  

a memory verse on the other.

Retail Price: $11.99 
Crossway+: $8.39

D. The Biggest Story Posters 
Double-sided, semi-rigid posters 

with illustrations.

Retail Price: $129.99 
Crossway+: $90.99
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